DZOVIG MARKARIAN
PIANO

WITH LIVIU MARINESCU,
ELECTRONICS

Friday, October 24, 2014 at 8 pm
Meng Concert Hall
$15/ 13 (Titan Discount)/ MP2

CHRIS CERRONE | Hoyt-Schermarhorn, for piano and live electronics

ADAM BORECKI | One Hundred and Ten Moments of Grandeur, for piano and electronics

JAMES GARDNER | Displacement Activities, for speaking pianist and electronics

SAAD HADDAD | Shifting Sands, for piano and electronics (world premiere)

KEN WALICKI | Cyberistan, for piano, computer and video (world premiere)

LIVIU MARINESCU | Shadows, for piano and electronics

Dzovig Markarian has been described as “Brilliant” (LA Times) and “Deeply moving, technically accomplished, and spiritually uplifting” (Dillos Blog)
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